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Introduction

• Background & Motivation
1. Can Large LM Learn to Output Arbitrary Next Word Distribution? NO

There are plates, keys, scissors, toys, and 

balloons in front of me, and I pick up the …

Ideal distribution

• plates      ~0.2

• keys        ~0.2

• scissors  ~0.2 

• toys         ~0.2

• balloons  ~0.2

• There are plates, keys, scissors, toys, and 

balloons in front of me, and I pick up the …

• phone (from GPT-2)?

• Hallucination

• Should copy but not copy

• I like tennis, baseball, golf, basketball, and 
…

• tennis (from GPT-2)? 

• Repetition

• Should not copy but copy

GPT3.5’s output

2. Why is Softmax Unable to Learn to Copy Properly (Chang and McCallum, 2022)?

• Contributions:

1. We propose a series of efficient softmax alternatives that unify the ideas of pointer
network, reranker, multiple embeddings, and vocabulary partitioning.

2. We evaluate the proposed softmax alternatives in text completion tasks and summa-
rization tasks using various metrics to identify where our methods improve the most.

3. Our experiments indicate pointer networks and our proposed alternatives can still im-
prove the modern transformer-based LMs. By breaking the softmax bottleneck, our
methods learn sometimes to copy the context words to reduce generation hallucination
and sometimes exclude the context words to reduce the repetition.

Methods: Softmax-CPR

Figure 1: Left: Illustration of the softmax bottleneck and pointer network. Right: We sim-
plify the pointer network / reranker by using another embedding hct,S for the words in the
context / the top-k likely words.
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Figure 2: Architectures of our method for T5/BART that computes LogitCEPR. In GPT-2,
we use same architecture except that we take the 3x3 input hidden state block rather than
the 1x3 block and there are no encoder-related components, which are marked by dotted
lines.

Experimental Results

GPT-2 Perplexity Comparison

king & woman example could be solved 
by pointer network or MoS

MoS
Reranker

Pointer 
Network

Figure 3: This table shows that dynamic partitioning are very helpful in terms of perplexity.
Lower perplexity is better

Summarization Experiments
• Improve BookSum more

• Probably because the names in narrative text are usually locally defined

Comparable to some 
reranker methods + 30%

Figure 4: The performance on test sets of four summarization datasets.

Conclusion

1. We propose softmax-CPR and softmax-CEPR, which unify the ideas of the pointer net-
work, reranker, and mixture of softmax (MoS)

(a) Alleviate hallucination and repetition problem
(b) mostly by learning to copy the words from context properly

2. Pointer networks significantly boost summarization factuality

(a) their improvements mainly come from breaking the softmax bottleneck rather than its
attention mechanism

(b) Softmax-CPR could bring even more improvements
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